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I Language-based Bibliography

Crosslinguistic
Cummins, Sarah. 1996. Movement and direction in French and English. manuscript.


Studies on Turkish and Turkic Languages, pp. 253-262. Wiesbaden, Germany: Harrassowitz Verlag.


Slobin, Dan I. 2004. The many ways to search for a frog: Linguistic typology and the expression of motion events. In Sven Strömqvist and Ludo Verhoeven, eds., Relating Events in


Slobin, Dan I., and Aura Bocaz. 1988. Learning to talk about movement through time and space: The development of narrative abilities in Spanish and English. Lenguas Modernas 15: 5-24. (Santiago, Chile)


Wächli, Bernhard, and Fernando Zúñiga. Ms. The feature of systematic Source-Goal distinction and a typology of motion events in the clause.


---

**English**


McIntyre, Andrew. in press. The semantic and syntactic decomposition of get. An interaction between verb meaning and particle placement. To appear in *Journal of Semantics*.


---

**Germanic (see also English)**


Schreuder, R. 1976. Een lijst van Nederlands bewegingswerkwoorden. Rapport 76FUO1, Department of Psychology, University of Nijmegen.

Romance
Brosman, Paul William. 1950. The Verbal Concept of Motion in Old French. M.A. Thesis. Tulane University of Louisiana.


Taylor, Peter. 1995. Lexical semantics across categories: What prepositions can tell us about the lexical entries of verbs. Textus 8,2: 333-354. [Italian]


**Slavic/Baltic**


**Finno-Ugric**


**Greek**


**Celtic**


**Caucasian**

Altai


Languages in South Asia (Indo-Aryan & Dravidian)


**Sintic**


Tham, Shiao-Wei. 1997b. Locational and directional coverbs in Mandarin. Ms. Stanford University.


**Tibeto-Burman**


**Austroasiatic/Tai-Kadai**


**Japanese/Korean**


Austronesian/Papuan


Australian


North American


Central American


South American


Afro-asiatic


Tourneux, Henry. 2003. L’encodage de la localisation, de la direction et du mouvement dans les langues “kotoko” du Cameroun. In Erin Shay and Uwe Seibert, eds., Motion, Direction and

Niger-Congo/Nilo-Saharan/Koisan


**Creoles**


**Isolated Languages**


Ibarretxe-Antuñano, Iraide. submitted. Basque: A verb-framed or a satellite-framed language?


**Sign languages**


Path prepositions/case


**Particles**


**Preverbs/verbal affixes**


Complex predicates/serial verbs/converbs/compound verbs/co-verbs


Hammel, Patricia J. 1993. Serial verbs in Loniu and an evolving preposition. Oceanic Linguistics


Tham, Shiao-Wei. 1997b. Locational and directional coverbs in Mandarin. Ms. Stanford University.


**Deictic verbs**


**Caused motion**


**Manner of motion**


Motion events and Aspect


Semantic extension


Fictive motion
Matlock, Teenie. in press. Fictive motion as cognitive simulation. Memory and Cognition.

Motion verbs and (lexical-) conceptual structure

**Acquisition**


Slobin, Dan I., and Aura Bocaz. 1988. Learning to talk about movement through time and space: The development of narrative abilities in Spanish and English. *Lenguas Modernas* 15: 5-24. (Santiago, Chile)


**Motion events in narratives and discourse**


Slobin, Dan I., and Aura Bocaz. 1988. Learning to talk about movement through time and space: The development of narrative abilities in Spanish and English. Lenguas Modernas 15: 5-24. (Santiago, Chile)


**Motion events in Psychological and AI perspectives**


Lakusta, Laura, and Barbara Landau. in press. Starting at the end: the importance of goals in spatial language. *Cognition*.


Translation


Motion verbs and Resultatives


**General**


